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Al Franken, "one of our savviest satirists" (People), takes on the issues, the politicians, and the

pundits in one of the most anticipated books of the year.Once again, the author of Rush Limbaugh

Is a Big Fat Idiot and Other Observations trains his subversive wit directly on the contemporary

political scene, leaving the powers-that-be in tatters and his audience in hysterics. Al Franken

thrives on being in the opposition, and now that the Republican party controls both the Oval Office

and Congress, the gloves are off and the satire is fast and furious.Franken's specialty is using his

targets' own words to make comedic and political points. Finding logical inconsistencies, factual

errors, and doublespeak wherever he looks, Franken takes on and destroys the myth of liberal bias

in the media, hoists the Bush White House on its own rhetorical petard, and punctures the

mean-spirited sanctimony of such media darlings as Ann Coulter, Bill O'Reilly, and host of

post-Limbaugh talk-radio gasbags. Timely, provocative, unfailingly honest, and always uproarious,

Lies is sure to raise hackles and spark hilarity inside the Beltway and from sea to shining sea.
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I am a conservative, I belong to the NRA, and I am quite certain that Al and I would disagree in our

interpretations of the intent of the Second Amendment. And if we were to debate this topic, it might

even turn into a heated discussion. But ultimately I can respect Mr. Frankin's right to his beliefs on

gun control without labeling him a "commie" or a Socialist. And I feel quite certain that Mr. Frankin

could respect my right to my beliefs on the right to keep and bear arms without accusing me of

being a Nazi. Folks, in case anyone has forgotten, this is what America is supposed to be about.As



a conservative American, I do not want to be associated with the likes of Rush Limbaugh, Bill

O'Reilly, Sean Hannity, or, for that matter, George W. Bush and his cronies. Since 9/11, these

demagogues have spearheaded a national movement of lies, deceit, fear mongering, phony

patriotism, and propaganda to rally unwitting Americans behind Bush's completely irresponsible and

self-serving political agenda. And as Frankin so adeptly points out, these people will shamelessly

resort to name calling, distortions, verbal abuse, and guilt (e.g., "If you don't agree with me you

aren't a good American") to coerce Americans to step in line with their own ill-conceived agendas.

People, what we are witnessing here isn't about conservatism, and it isn't about patriotism -- it's

borderline Fascism.What really scares me is that millions of "patriotic" Americans have put on their

blinders and eagerly jumped on to this impending train wreck without giving the first moment's

thought as to where it is leading this country.

I reread this book after looking at some of the reviews--some full of wit and eloquence and some

that were full of something else, usually from those who hadn't read it.There are three reasons I

recommend getting this book:It is an easy read from a satirist who speaks with convictions and

strongly held liberal beliefs. With such a title, Franken has no choice but to scrupulously research

his assertions and charges. And charges he makes against Coulter, Hannity, Limbaugh, Goldberg,

Pat Robertson, Jerry Falwell, and you name it.His and Team Franken's research proves these

people have been distorting, dissembling, libeling and lying constantly. (I wonder if Goldberg added

Franken to the title of his book after Franken eviscerated him and his assertions on the Phil

Donahue Show.) Franken also appears to have the tactics of people like O'Reilly, Hannity and

Limbaugh down cold when they are caught lying. They will resort to charges against the accuser's

patriotism or attempt to bully their way out of it.Franken also debunks the myth of the media having

a liberal bias. In comparisons between favorable and unfavorable reporting of Gore and Bush during

the presidential campaign of 2000, Bush received far better treatment from the press. He provides

numerous instances where the Republicans and the press distored stories which the press then

printed without checking. He also notes how many times Bush lied and how the press let him skate.

If you report lies often enough, according to Franken, people take them as facts. You might expect

that from the public, but Franken contends that you deserve more from a free press whom he

accuses of being lazy and unprofessional.
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